For compounding languages, a great part of the topical semantics is conveyed via nominal compounds. Various applications of natural language processing can profit from explicit access to these compounds, provided by a lexicon. The best way to acquire such a resource is to harvest corpora that represent the domain in question. For Chinese, a significant difficulty arises because the text comes as a string of characters, segmented only by sentence boundaries. Extraction algorithms that solely rely on context variety do not perform precisely enough. We propose a pipeline of filters that starts from a candidate set established by accessor variety and then employs several methods to improve precision.
Introduction
For compounding languages, a great part of the topical semantics is conveyed via nominal compounds. Persistent arising semantic concepts are largely represented by new combinations of preexisting lexemes. Concerning the interoperability of language resources, this phenomenon can be useful because translations of the compounds of a text strongly support multilingual access for applications like document browsing or retrieval. The importance of compounds for Search can be illustrated by the following example. With the unidentified compound French Revolution, a search for French ∩ revolution led to a huge number of unwanted results referring to the promised neo-liberal reforms at the eve of the recent presidential election in France, instead of the historic event (Hansel, June 3rd 2007) . Unfortunately, even mono-lingual natural language processing (NLP) resources, as for example simple lexica, often neglect compounds. For less common areas of interest, in most cases, all specialized compounds are missing. This is especially true for Chinese that, as a prototype of an isolating language, nearly without exception, uses compounding to represent new concepts. For Chinese NLP, unrecognized compounds can cause a complete disfiguration of the intended semantics. So for successful operation it is essential that an NLP system has an electronic lexicon of compounds at its disposal. Any construction of such a specific lexical resource has to begin with a list of compound candidates. Corpus driven methods can be used to acquire candidates that include the important concepts of a specific area and simultaneously minimize noise. As for the collection of a domain specific corpus via the API of search engines, Web based methods are well established (Kilgarriff and Grefenstette, 2003; Ringlstetter et al., 2007) . The acquisition of compound candidates from such a corpus has to be automatized as far as possible. Complicated even for "segmentation free" languages as English (Halpern, 2000) , any such approach for Chinese has to deal with the specific difficulties that evolve from the hidden word boundaries that characterize Hanzi text. The aim of this paper is to provide a collection pipeline that uses an arbitrary corpus as input and isolates a list of nominal compound candidates.
Our contributions are the following. 
Compounds in Mandarin Chinese
Both from a theoretical point of view as well as from an engineering point of view, the definition of a compound and the level of compositionality are constitutive for the construction of a compound dictionary. The morphological phenomenon of compounding is widely discussed in the literature of natural language processing (Halpern, 2000; Packard, 2000; Sag et al., 2002) . Work has been done on compounding for a variety of languages, in order to develop their systematic description and the type of information that should be attached to form meaningful lexicon entries (Viegas et al., 1998; Guenthner and Blanco, 2004; Violeta et al., 2004; Melcuk, 1995) .
A working definition of a Chinese Nominal
Compound What constitutes a compound ( ) in Mandarin Chinese has been a matter of ongoing discussion. In classic texts, Chinese has been characterized as a monosyllabic language; a compound has often been described as a combination of two or more bound morphemes (Starosta et al., 1998) . We agree with (Li and Thompson, 1989 ) that this characterization of Chinese is no longer valid. Compounding is thus to be seen as a process that involves single morphemes or combinations of morphemes that constitute free morpho-syntactical units, i.e., words. These words are combined to form a new syntactically simple unit; a nominal compound is a resulting word that falls into the part of speech category, noun.
1 In (Zhan, 2000) , a similar definition is given, proposing that a compound is composed of two or more roots( ) where a root consists of one or more Chinese characters. Examples for roots are:
(human), (radar), and (chocolate). A recent phenomenon, that also should be considered among compounds, concerns conglomerates of Chinese words with transliterated (e.g., internet, miniskirt) or Latin script parts (e.g., RAF-). With regards to the combinatorical upper bound, we found that by far most compounds are of a length less than six characters. We follow this restriction in our experiments. To summarize, we consider a nominal compound as a polysyllabic noun that can be segmented into two or more morphemes, either free morphemes or loan morphemes. 
Compositionality of compounding in Mandarin
Chinese In Mandarin Chinese compound word formation, we can distinguish different levels of relatedness between the word semantics of the whole compound and its parts. At the extremes we have, ideally, compositional and noncompositional compounds. For the latter, we get no hint of the meaning of the compound by available information about the meaning of its constituting parts. Examples are given in Table 1 . From a lexicalist perspective, research on features that determine the degree of compositionality seems to be promising; but in practice, compounds should be treated as noncompositional (Halpern, 2006) . Consequently, as many as possible should be kept in a lexicon that is based on real world data for the domain in question.
A hybrid method for the detection of Chinese nominal compounds in corpora
In this section, we integrate a variety of approaches that isolate nominal compounds in document corpora to create a hybrid method with significantly improved performance, especially for sparse data. If, in the following, the expression character string is used, we refer to an arbitrary sequence of Chinese characters, not interrupted by a blank or a sentence boundary.
Basic context variety step
In (Feng et al., 2004 ) a method was introduced that uses the degree of context variety to statistically determine a combi-1 See also (Yun et al., 2002) . 2 A longer discussion about the word formation in general can be found in (Packard, 2000) , where a syntactical definition of word according to the X-bar theory is used. In (Lu, 2006) the influence of the segmentation strategy on the definition of what constitutes a word is stressed. An interesting discussion on the headedness of Chinese compounds has been contributed by (Cecaggagno and Scalise, 2006) .
Hanzi
Pinyin Literal English hua-sheng flower-born peanut fei-zao fat-black soap xin-shui fuel-water salary xiao-shuo small-talk novel zhu-ren-gong host-man-sir heroine di-ping-xian ground-flat-line horizon fengyun-renwu weather-figure celebrity Table 1 : Examples of non-compositional Chinese compounds.
nation of characters as a compound and then filters against a list of adjacent characters to exclude phrases that combine a word and a grammatical marker. The context variety for each character string is measured by the following attribute list: To establish candidacy as a compound, the AV-value of a character string has to stay above a threshold, whereas the RV-value, measuring bias of the contexts to one side, has to stay below a threshold. That is, an approved character string has to occur within a minimum number of different contexts and has to be reasonably balanced between the left and the right hand side. The main contribution of Feng et al. was then to additionally filter phrasal combinations of a regular word and predecessing ( ), succeeding ( ) or delimiting grammatical characters ( ). For example, the sequence has a high AV-value because it can be predecessed by a great variety of adjectives. The algorithm then filters sequences that contain an adjacent character, if the unit without those characters was already collected. Because of the filtering with a list of adjacent characters, the method is superior as compared to entirely statistical methods. However, major precision problems exist, concerning names, numeric compounds, and phrases, with a negative correlation of available data and noise (cf. Section 4.).
Refinement postsegmentation step
A first improvement of the adjacent character method in terms of precision is based on a rule augmented segmentation algorithm; since compounds are composed of free morphemes they have to be segmentable. One of the major problems of word segmentation (and also of the isolation of compound words) is the recognition of personal names that appear in Chinese text in both transliterated and nontransliterated form. In a first pass through the output of the context variety approach, we used a forward-maximum algorithm combined with a set of rules for the detection of transliterated personal names. In a second pass, we used a filter for number-measure-word combinations. Finally, non-transliterated Chinese personal names were removed. Forward maximum matching (FFM). FFM involves lexicon lookup. From a starting position in the corpus, sequential characters are pushed to a string as long as the new string is a prefix of a lexicon entry (Wong and Chan, 1996) . A character that destroys the prefix property marks the recursive starting point of the procedure.
3 In our experiments, a Chinese dictionary with approximately 120,000 entries was used. 4 For efficiency reasons the algorithm is implemented as a cascade. Transliterated names. In addition to Chinese names, in the wake of globalization, a huge number of foreign names have entered Chinese text. The major part of these names occurs in transliterated form. This means that names, for example, originally represented in Latin script are phonetically transcribed into Chinese characters. In principle, arbitrary Hanzi can be used to transliterate a name. Despite that, conventions seem to exist in that, for example, the name Mark is always transliterated with the combination instead of the phonetically tantamount or . From a list of 60,000 transliterated English and German names, we extracted the characters that are used for transliteration of syllables. We found a high level of correspondence between the characters used for the transliteration of English names and those for German. Eventually, a transliteration set of 250 Chinese characters was applied to supplement the segmentation algorithm. After the treatment of the numeric compounds, we scan for unexplained strings of Chinese characters of length two that consist only of transliteration Hanzi. If the following character of such a string also is used for transliteration and does not constitute a substring of the base dictionary with its right neighbor, it is added to the transliteration string. By this method, transliterated names, as for example, (Angelina Jolie), and also many geographical names, such as, (Munich) or (Freiburg), are filtered. On the other hand, some words falling into the introduced class of partially transliterated compounds are lost. Numeric compounds. A characteristic feature of Chinese is the existence of approximately 200 specialized measure words that combine with different objects and areas (Mo et al., 1996) , as for example, (two million), (the first session), or 2007 (year 2007). After the first pass of the segmenter, number-measure-word combinations are filtered from the result set. If a token is a string of numbers we test the following two characters on the measureword property. The successfully parsed combinations are excluded from the compound set. 3 The maximum-matching algorithm can be implemented in a forward and a backward variant. Despite the superiority of the backward-method we used forward-maximum, since the diverse filters were much easier to implement 4 The used lexicon is publicly available at www.mandarintools.com.
Chinese names. The non-transliterated Chinese names are treated after the second segmentation phase: Chinese last names are represented by one or two Hanzi derived from a restricted set of approximately 700 single and 100 double characters, whereas Chinese first names come in principle from an open character set. However, certain characters with a strongly negative sentimental connotation, as for example (dead) or (murder), never occur in a Chinese name. Additionally, to this non-name characters, the algorithm distinguishes the treatment of usual and unusual last names. If the algorithm detects a usual last name, the next two tokens of the segmentation result are examined whether they are a potential first name. In case an unusual last name is found, the potential first name is additionally matched against a base dictionary to prevent false positives. All recognized first names are stored to enable a detection independent from the last name later in the text.
Syntactical step
After the treatment of the context variety output with the augmented segmenter, the major remaining problem causing false positives are complex syntactical structures (phrases) and other than nominal compounds that are mixed with the target entities. Tagging. With a tagger the part of speech classes of the segmented compound candidates are established. The tagger was implemented as a Hidden Markov Model and trained using the Chinese Treebank of the University of Pennsylvania. As a default tag, we used NR, denoting a non-recognized POS. To employ tagging for the recognition of noun-compounds makes sense because the classes of the elements of nominal compounds in Mandarin are not arbitrary. As an example, the possible combinations for a nominal compound consisting of two morphemes fall into the following set: NN+NN, JJ+NN, NR+NN, NR+NR, NN+NR, DT+NN, CD+NN, NR+JJ, AD+VV. Probabilities of POS-combinations are used to separate nominal compounds from other, non-relevant strings.
Parsing. An additional improvement of the results could be achieved by uncovering the internal syntactical dependencies of falsely recognized nominal compounds (pseudo nominal compounds). In Table 2 , we provide examples of compounds and pseudo compounds annotated according to the standard of the Chinese Treebank (Xia, 2000; Santorini, 1990) . As the annotation demonstrates, by mere POS tagging both types can not be distinguished. At the constituent level, selective clues emerge: embedded NPs strongly indicate a pseudo compound, i.e., a complex phrasal structure. However, a problem with constituent parsing, so far, is that it has a serious computational overhead and that the accuracy still is problematic.
5 Because of that, we applied an alternative method that tries to derive the selective structural information by a statistical procedure. 
Supervised Learning step
To uncover pseudo-compounds, dispensing with syntactical parsing, we used the probability of POS-sequences combined with the pointwise mutual information (MI) between the elements of a compound candidate. MI compares the joint probability of seeing two words/morphemes together with the chance probability (Church and Hanks, 1989) . The underlying hypothesis for our problem is that the elements of a compound are statistically more strongly related than the elements of a phrase. Practically, MI is computed by the the frequency counts of Morphemes in a ref-
normalized by the corpus size N . The pointwise mutual information is: Mj ) . The probability of POS-sequences appearing in compounds as compared to pseudo-compounds was modeled by frequencies of a Treebank training set. The two sources of information were combined by an SVMclassifier implementing pairwise training. 
Experiments
For the following experiments, we used the Xinhua part of the Chinese Gigaword Corpus (LDC2003T09) with approximately 382 million Chinese characters. We extracted a random sample of 200 story texts with 119,509 Hanzi characters.
7 All compound words of this evaluation corpus were tagged, segmented into their morphemes, and augmented with the POS-information of their segments.
8 Recall and precision were measured for types of the collected compounds (i.e., each compound counts only once) as the final goal of the approach is to create a comprehensive dic- 6 For the SVM-experiments we applied the WEKA implementation (Witten and Eibe, 2005) .
7 Documents in the Gigaword corpus that are tagged as story represent a coherent text on a certain topic.
8 For research purposes the evaluation corpus is available upon request. The percentages of the 1,624 annotated nominal compounds according to the number of characters are C=2: 13.1%,C=3: 23.1%,C=4: 43.2%,C=5: 20.6%. 
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Accessor Variety + Adjacent Character Method
In the first experiment, we applied accessor variety combined with a filtering of adjacent characters to establish compound candidacy. Using a balance parameter, we collected 16 delimiters, 50 adjacent predecessors and 97 adjacent successors.
10 Examples for these grammatical characters are given in Table 3 . The results for different values of RV, AV that privilege either precision (first part) or recall (second part) are documented in Table 4 . To measure the effects of corpus size, an additional experiment was conducted on the full Xinhua part of the Gigaword corpus with precision and recall again evaluated on our 200 story corpus. Recall. That the algorithm delivers only a small part of the data is to be expected, since according to Zipf's law most words are infrequent so their context variety falls bellow the threshold. For the bigger corpus (see Table 5 ) the recall was worse; a part of the effect occurred because of higher RV values that prevented some of the very rare compounds to be collected. Another effect concerned compounds that had the same contexts in the additional material and by that lost relative context variety. Precision. The precision for the two 2-character compounds is extremely low because many of the recognized candidates, for example (school), are not compounds but simple words. For 3-morpheme compounds the precision soars, but is still insufficient for lexicon construction. Many Chinese names are three-character words that are falsely recognized as compounds. For the 4-character and 5-character compounds the major remaining problem are phrases, which are recognized as compounds. The latter improved significantly for the experiment on the bigger corpus (see Table 5 ).
Augmented Segmenter Method
To exclude non-segmentable 2-character units and to separate 3-character Chinese and transliterated foreign names from the compounds, we used the augmented segmentation algorithm, described in Section 3.2.
11 The precision and re-9 In difference to Feng+04, where the tokens of recognized compounds were measured, that is, each compound is counted as often as it appears in the evaluation corpus. 10 The balance parameter is defined as:
. Delimiters are expected to be balanced, whereas right and left adjacent characters are unbalanced to the right respectively left context value.
11 For the implementation of the segmenter, we partially applied code from Eric Peterson, publicly available at call for Chinese names were 80% and 88%, for transliterated names 67% and 60%. The results for the recognition of compounds on our evaluation corpus are summarized in Table 6 . Remaining errors concern other than nominal compounds and phrases.
POS-Tagging
The POS-tagger, implemented as a HMM and trained with the Chinese Treebank (LDC2005T01), excluded candidates with tag-sequences that do not fall into the set of possible combinations for nominal compounds. By this, phrases and other than nominal compounds were filtered (see Table 7 ). For example, the four-character string " " (to give an explanation) leads to the tagging-result " (VV) (NN)" which, with high probability, is the signature of a verbal phrase.
Supervised Learning
With a combination of MI and the probability of a POSpattern, an SVM-classifier is trained to separate nominal Table 8 ).
MI and Compounding
For a last experiment, we augmented the starting accessor variety algorithm for compounds consisting of more than two characters with an MI-based extension. If the pointwise mutual information between the parts of a compound exceeds a certain threshold, it is accepted as a candidate independently of its context variety. The recall for rare compounds increased significantly; but before filtering the precision was far too low for further processing. The initially low precision improved significantly after the application of the filters. A further improvement is to be expected for a tuning of the machine learning classifier with training data that better reflects the distribution of the compounds after the initial filtering. Table 9 : MI as additional criterion to establish compound candidacy. Recall and Precision before and after filtering.
Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced and evaluated a pipeline to collect Chinese nominal compounds from arbitrary corpora. A cascade of filters applied to a preliminary set of compound candidates led to a very high precision of over 90%, measured for the types. The result also holds for a small corpus where a solely contextual method introduces too much noise, even for the longer compounds. An introduction of MI into the basic candidacy algorithm led to a much higher recall with still reasonable precision for subsequent manual processing. In case of the four character compounds, that represent over 40% of the target data, the method has sufficient efficacy to support the rapid construction of compound dictionaries from domain corpora.
Further research aims at the integration of an additional semantic filter that exploits semantic constraints at the character level, as proposed in (Sun et al., 2005) as well as the recognition of descriptive compounds for specific domains.
